
For over 30 years, Johnson Window Films has been a

trusted name in the window film business. We manufacture

a comprehensive line of high quality automotive, commercial,

residential and security films.

Because we work so closely with our independent dealers,

we’ve been able to garner unique insights that have led to

better design of window film products to address heat load,

glare, fading and security concerns. This enables

Johnson Window Films to constantly provide the

highest level of film quality to dealers.

JWF films are scratch resistant, easy

to care for, and will provide years of

satisfaction. There is an outstanding warranty

program backing up all Johnson Window

Films. The warranty also includes tips on how to

care and clean your glass after film is applied.

Finally, Johnson Window Films are available only

through professional independent installers. These specialists

will be happy to consult with you and recommend the right

film to fit your needs. 
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Unfortunately, the same sun that brightens a home also exposes your

interior furnishings to damaging ultraviolet light and heat. This causes

unwanted fading of carpets, draperies, upholstery fabrics, custom

paint & wood finishes, and even artwork. Additionally, solar heat

increases the temperature inside your home causing more air condi-

tioning usage and, consequently, higher electrical costs.

Fortunately, Johnson Window Films® provides you with an easy, cost-

effective solution. Applied to the inside glass surface, Johnson films

will allow varying degrees of light and heat to pass through your

windows providing the following benefits:

Johnson Window Films will reduce up to 99% of the harmful UV rays

that can ruin the inside of your home, as well as cause a potential

health risk. Not only will window film help prevent your valuable

furnishings from becoming dull and faded, but it will also help protect

your skin from the damaging effects of the sun.

Johnson Window Films will block solar heat and keep

your home cool and comfortable. You’ll no longer have to

needlessly throw away money on expensive energy bills.

Johnson Window Films will reduce the level of annoy-

ing glare and reflections that enter your home. This

means you can spend more time comfortably at your

computer, watching television, or simply reading—

even when the sun is streaming into the room.

o Sunscreen for Your Home and Body

o Thermal Shield for Your Home

o Solar Filter for Your Home When applied to glass, window

film rejects heat and damaging

UV rays while allowing light to

pass through.
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Johnson Window Films offers a wide variety of residential film

options. You can select the degree of heat rejection and the color

or shade of film to suit your needs. There are films available that

provide more privacy in daylight—while others are virtually

undetectable to the naked eye.

And if you are looking to increase your protection against

shattered glass or dangerous shards, Johnson Window Films’

Safe Plus Safety & Security films are thicker in design to help

hold glass in place during breakage. 

Please consult your professional installer for expert advice and

assistance with your choice.
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that are beautiful and add much to the enjoyment of a
room. They provide that bright, open feeling which
makes a home so warm and comfortable.


